
Changing purchasing behaviour #2
Executive summary of 2nd survey conducted in 

GER, AT and CH 



GENERAL DATA GERMANY AUSTRIA SWITZERLAND

TOTAL 
Case Numbers 1395 2290 5630

Survey period 17th - 21st April 18th - 21st April 17th - 19th April

Gender: women 66% 65% 69%

Gender: men 34% 35% 31%

Age: 18 - 24 4% 9% 5%

Age: 25 - 34 14% 29% 30%

Age: 35 - 44 24% 27% 30%

Age: 45 - 54 21% 17% 18%

Age: 55+ 37% 18% 17%

City Life 65% 53% 46%

Countryside Life 35% 47% 54%

https://de.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-3GGTVKRX7/
https://de.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-CT2QVKRX7/
https://de.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-73MBH6JX7/


PRINT is dispensable at the moment!

“Which media have you used more in the last 4 weeks than before?”

Only 5% in Germany and 9% in Austria more 
use print media (Newspaper, Magazine, Leaflet).

44% in GER & 46% in AT more use their TV’s. 
And Smartphones/Tablets are also used more often. 
(41% GE; 49% AT)



How do you feel while shopping?
(multiple answers)

TOP ANSWER %

GERMANY scared to get the virus 33%

AUSTRIA annoyed by the measures 33%

NOTE: 
Austria has had stricter measures for shopping for a longer 
period of time so far. This influences the top box.



Key Fact 1:
Youngsters between age of 18-24 years state to be annoyed by the 
measures while doing their shopping. (39% AT; 38% GER)
This behavior clearly differs compared to 55+ agers 
(24% GER; 23% AT).

Key Fact 2:
More than ⅓  of German youngsters state that shopping is an adventure 
for them. Compared to them, significantly less old people describe 
shopping as an adventure (18%).

Key Fact 3:
On the other hand more than ⅓ of older people in GER are scared to get 
infected.  Only ⅕ of young people mentioned scareness.

Young people are annoyed. Older people are scared.



ALMOST EVERY 2nd participant of all countries DOES 
MORE SHOPPING PLANNING than before the crisis!

GER AT CH

48% 59% 54%



CORONA MAKES US EAT HEALTHIER!

Key fact 1:
⅔  of all participants in AT & GER have been focused on buying healthy 
food before the crisis.

Key fact 2:
BUT approx. every 5th participant is more aware of buying healthy 
nutrition than before. 
(23% AT; 18% GER)

Key fact 3:
Additionally, ¼ of the respondents in AT and  ⅕ in GER spend 
more money on fruits & vegetables. 
(22% GER; 26% AT)

Key fact 4:
BUT significantly less participants want organic food.
(6% in GER & 13% in AT).



Older = “home made food” / Youngster = “easy and fast”
(in Germany)

More than ⅕  of the 55+ respondents spend 
more money on fruits & veggies (22%).

Comparison: Only 9% of the youngsters do.

28% of German youngsters mostly buy 
ready-made meals which does not differ than 
before Corona.

Comparison: Only 5% of 55+ do.



Clear differences of purchase reasons in AT, GER & CH!

Key fact 1:
Despite economic development caused by corona, the reasons for buying 
(price/quality/brand/regionality) are unchanged for every 2nd respondent in Germany.

Key fact 2:
In comparison: almost every 2nd Austrian respondent buys more regional products.

Key facts 3:
In Switzerland price as main purchase reason  is mentioned clearly more often (40%) than in 
Austria (-13% to CH) and Germany (-7% to CH).

Key fact 4:
Difference between age groups:
For respondents aged 55+ buying regionally is more important (36% GER; 52% AT; 35% CH), 
compared to younger ones (17% GER; 30% AT; 16% CH).



Stationary retail has always been preferred for the majority 
of the respondents! 
(59% in GE, 55% in AT)

Why do you prefer local shopping?
Top-3-boxes:

● Because I like to see the goods and if necessary try them on before I buy them.           
(62% GER; 58% AT) -> Assumption: We are haptic and we like to be sure of the quality
before buying.

● Because I want to support the local shops right now. 
(43% GER; 49% AT) -> Assumption: We want to express solidarity and we want to support 
the local economy.

● Because I can use the products immediately. 
(42% GER; 40%AT) -> Assumption:  We tend to be impatient and we want to use it at once.

NOTE: Only 19% in AT & 20% in GER stated to be online-shopper.



Different demands between youngsters and oldies:
“Why do you prefer local shopping?”
.

55+ Years18-24 Years

YOUNGSTERS OLDIES

Products can be used fast
(73% GER; 54% AT)

Time reason is less relevant 
(34% GER; 28% AT).

Less importance: 
supporting locals
(29% GER;  42% AT).

More important: 
Supporting the locals. 
(49% GER; 55% AT) 



What will you buy/have you bought at first? 

WOMEN MEN

1. Clothes/Shoes 
(52% GER; 38% AT; 49% CH)

1. House & Garden Products
(40% GE; 44% AT; 46% CH)

2. House & Garden Products
(32% GE; 38% AT; 44% CH)

2. Clothes/Shoes 
(38% GE; 30% AT; 35% CH)

3. Furniture 
(14% GE; 19% AT; 17% CH)

3. Electronics 
(22% GE; 18% AT; 23% CH)



Difference GER & AT concerning protective measures
“Would you be prepared to implement the existing protective measures in all 
stores for long-term?”

Yes, for the next months.

Nearly every 2nd Austrian 
participant would implement the 
measures for months (46%).

Every 3rd German respondent is 
willing to keep distance but w/o 
wearing face masks or gloves (34%).

NOTE: 
Austria has had stricter 
measures for shopping for a 
longer period of time so far. 
Seems that AT is getting 
used to wearing a mask-> 
influences the top box.

Keeping distance yes.
But w/o mask or gloves.
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